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BOTTICELLI IN THE FIRE &
SUNDAY IN SODOM
JORDAN TANNAHILL
Award-winning playwright Jordan Tannahill is back
with modern-day queer and feminist retellings of two
momentous events—one historic, one mythic.
Botticelli in the Fire imagines the famed painter of
The Birth of Venus, Sandro Botticelli, as an irrepressible seeker of love and pleasure caught between the
powerful Medici family, the firebrand teachings of a
zealot friar, and his young lover, Leonardo da Vinci.
Entangled in sexual and political brinkmanship,
Botticelli must choose between art and survival.
In Sunday in Sodom, Lot’s wife Edith tells of the
Biblical destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, but set
in the present day. American troops obliterate her surroundings with drone strikes and villagers turn against
each other, but Edith’s still focused on protecting her
family, finally giving an answer as to why, when told
to run and never look back, she looked back.
JORDAN TANNAHILL is a playwright, author, and filmmaker.
Jordan’s plays have been translated into multiple languages
and honoured with various
prizes, including the Governor
General’s Literary Award for
Drama, the John Hirsch Prize, and multiple Dora
Mavor Moore Awards. In the last year, Jordan’s play
Late Company transferred to London’s West End;
his virtual-reality piece Draw Me Close premiered
at the Venice Biennale; his debut novel Liminal was
published by House of Anansi; he premiered his play
Declarations at Canadian Stage; and he collaborated with Akram Khan on Xenos, currently touring
internationally.

SEPTEMBER | $18.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 144 pages | 9781770919174
DRA017000 | DRA013000
2f, 4m | premiered in April 2016 at the
Berkeley Street Theatre, Toronto, in
a production by the Canadian Stage
Company
“Tannahill’s work is witty, sexy, and audacious, with a strong emotional core.”
—Martin Morrow, Torontoist
“Jordan Tannahill’s bracingly fresh double bill takes fragments of stories from
the historical record and turns them into
plays for today, damning more than a few
torpedoes as he goes.”
—Karen Fricker, Toronto Star
ALSO AVAILABLE: Age of Minority:
Three Solo Plays | Concord Floral | Late
Company
YOU MAY LIKE: The Gay Heritage
Project by Damien Atkins, Andrew
Kushnir, and Paul Dunn
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MUSTARD
KAT SANDLER
“I took the liberty of turning something that makes
you sad into something that will make you laugh.”

NOVEMBER | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 96 pages | 9781770919211
DRA019000 | DRA013000
2f, 4m | premiered in February 2015 at
Tarragon Theatre in Toronto, with upcoming productions at the Arts Club Theatre,
Vancouver and the Belfry Theatre, Victoria
Mustard is loosely based on a personal
experience between Sandler and her own
imaginary friend.
While not meant for children, Mustard will
appease everyone’s inner child.
“Kat Sandler writes such incongruous, funny
dialogue.” —Lynn Slotkin, The Slotkin Letter
“The delight of Sandler’s work comes
from both her fanciful scenarios and her
playfulness with language, and both of
these are present in abundance.”
—Ilana Lucas, Mooney on Theatre
ALSO AVAILABLE: Punch Up
YOU MAY LIKE: Redheaded Stepchild by
Johnnie Walker
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Mustard shouldn’t still be here, but he is. Imaginary
friends don’t normally stay with their person until
that person is a teenager. Imaginary friends don’t suddenly become visible to their person’s mom and then
go on a date with them, either. But when those people—such as the troubled Thai and her dangerously
upset mother, Sadie—need help, they’re lucky that
Mustard’s there with a goofy smile on his face. But
Mustard has his own peculiar problems. Since he’s
still around, he has to abide by some rules enforced
by unsavoury characters. And, oh yeah, he’s falling
in love with Sadie, who doesn’t believe he’s real. For
someone whose purpose was once so simple, Mustard
sure has a lot to deal with.
This darkly comedic bedtime story by Canadian
theatre’s indie darling blurs imagination with reality
in order to save a family from its own destruction.
KAT SANDLER is a writer, director, and Artistic Director of
Theatre Brouhaha, where she
has directed twelve of her original plays in the last six years,
including Toronto Best of Fringe
hits Bright Lights and Punch Up.
She was a member of the 2014 Tarragon Playwrights
Unit, where she developed Mustard, which won the
2016 Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding
New Play (General Division). She was the 2015 recipient of NOW Magazine’s Audience Choice Award
for Best Director and Best Playwright. Kat is a graduate of the Queen’s University drama program. She
lives in Toronto, Ontario.

BUNNY
HANNAH MOSCOVITCH
“In one school year she kissed nineteen boys and won
all the science awards.”
From one of Canada’s boldest playwrights comes an
intimate look into the sexual life of a young woman
as she struggles with the power of her desires.
Sorrel grew up with professor parents, where carob was dessert, reading passages of Canadian poetry
aloud was entertainment, and canoeing was the only
sport encouraged. No one really noticed the studious
Sorrel until she turned seventeen, when late puberty suddenly transformed her into a hot dork. Boys
wanted her and girls loathed her, and all at once
Sorrel discovered the joys of sexuality and the pain
of social rejection.
Sorrel enters college as a self-proclaimed loser with no
female friends, but then she meets Maggie. Maggie’s unwavering friendship helps her shed her inhibitions and
become more truly herself. The two women grow older,
but when Maggie is diagnosed with cancer, Sorrel must
choose between raw feeling and devotion.
HANNAH MOSCOVITCH is an
internationally acclaimed playwright whose work has been
produced across Canada as
well as in the United States,
Britain, Ireland, Greece, Japan,
Germany, Austria, and Australia.
Hannah has been the recipient of numerous awards
for her work, including the Trillium Book Award, the
Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding New
Play, the Toronto Critics Award, the SummerWorks
Prize for Production, both the Scotsman Fringe
First and the Herald Angel Award at the Edinburgh
Festival, and the prestigious Windham-Campbell
Prize administered by Yale University. She is a playwright-in-residence at Tarragon Theatre in Toronto.

NOVEMBER | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 144 pages | 9781770919259
DRA019000 | DRA013000
3f, 4m | premiered in August 2016 at the
Stratford Festival
“This story of desire, morality and connection is hard not to fall in love with.”
—Carly Maga, Toronto Star
“One of Canada’s finest playwrights.”
—Jon Kaplan, NOW Magazine
“If women’s sexuality is typically played
out in romantic canopy beds or pitchblack bedrooms, Moscovitch places it
unabashedly under flickering fluorescent
lights in a bar bathroom.”
—Laura Cudworth, Stratford Beacon Herald
ALSO AVAILABLE: East of Berlin | Infinity
| Little One and Other Plays | The Mill |
This Is War
YOU MAY LIKE: The Last Wife by Kate
Hennig
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MISTATIM / INSTANT
ERIN SHIELDS
In these two plays for young audiences, award-winning playwright Erin Shields presents the challenges
of communication and friendship.
In Mistatim, which is based on a concept from Sandra
Laronde of Red Sky Performance, two eleven-yearolds strike up an unlikely friendship at the fence
between one’s reservation and the other’s ranch. On
Speck’s side, she’s carved names of family members
into the wooden posts as she tries to piece together
her identity. On Calvin’s, he’s trying to train a horse
in order to prove himself to his father. Speck realizes
she can communicate with horses, and with this gift,
the pair work to liberate Calvin’s horse, and in the
process learn about one another’s cultures.
OCTOBER | $18.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 128 pages | 9781770919297
DRA019000 | DRA013000
1f, 2m | Mistatim premiered on tour in 2015
in a production by Red Sky Performance
2f, 1m | Instant premiered on tour in 2016
in a production by Young People’s Theatre and Geordie Productions
“[Mistatim] vibrates with energetic freedom and thrilling eye-opening discovery.”
—Jon Kaplan, NOW Magazine
“[Instant is] an important, perceptive play
for our times.” —Lynn Slotkin, Intermission
YOU MAY LIKE: Outside by Paul Dunn
and Squawk by Megan Gail Coles
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In Instant, three preteens find out how far they’ll
go in their quest to be seen and heard. Meredith is
a singer-songwriter who makes YouTube videos of
covers in an attempt to gain Internet fame. But her
friend Jay, a rising hockey star, can’t understand why
she won’t post her original songs. When their classmate Rosie suddenly goes viral after a video is posted
of her singing to raise money for her father’s medical
bills, Meredith’s jealousy takes over, and pushes Rosie
too far, triggering a near-deadly response.

PARADISE LOST
ERIN SHIELDS
“The biggest mistake any of us could make would be
to underestimate Satan.”
The 17th century and present day are seamlessly intertwined as Satan vents to an audience about
her frustration at being cast out of heaven and her
thoughts on oppression. When she finds out that God
has created delicate new creatures called “humans,”
she crafts a plan for revenge and betrayal on the
Almighty.
Erin Shields turns heaven and hell upside down in
this witty, modern, feminist retelling of John Milton’s
epic poem about the first battle between good and
evil. Shields’s wickedly smart and funny script questions the reasons of the universe, the slow process of
evolution, and the freedom of knowledge. The debate
over right and wrong has never been so satisfying.
ERIN SHIELDS is a Montréalbased playwright and actor.
She won the 2011 Governor
General’s Award Literary Award
for Drama for her play If We
Were Birds, which has been
widely produced and translated
into French, German, Italian, and Albanian. Erin’s
version of Henrik Ibsen’s The Lady from the Sea was
part of the Shaw Festival’s 2015 season. Erin is CoArtistic Director of the independent theatre company
Groundwater Productions.

SEPTEMBER | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 112 pages | 9781770919334
DRA019000 | DRA013000
2f, 3m, 6 chorus | will premiere in August
2018 at the Stratford Festival
In Shields’s retelling, Satan is a woman.
The publication will coincide with the world
premiere at the Stratford Festival.
Shields has been interested in Paradise
Lost since she took a course on John Milton
in university. Before pitching her idea to
the Stratford Festival, she first co-directed
a multidisciplinary interpretation with thirteen artists, and later wrote a one-woman
show, which examined the idea of Original
Sin from a feminist perspective.
ALSO AVAILABLE: If We Were Birds |
Soliciting Temptation
YOU MAY LIKE: Hedda Gabler and
Sirens: Elektra in Bosnia by Judith
Thompson
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THE FLOOD
LEAH SIMONE BOWEN
“I bore him fourteen children and he had me down
here faster than lightning.”

OCTOBER | $17.95
5 1/8" x 7 5/8" | 96 pages | 9781770919372
DRA019000 | DRA013000
5f, 2m | premiered in March 2016 at St.
Lawrence Hall, Toronto
Bowen came up with the idea for the
play after going on a tour of Toronto’s St.
Lawrence Market, where she was shown a
shackle that was still embedded in the wall.
Even though the story takes place in 1887, it
contains uncomfortable similarities to today’s society.
Leah is a Canadian-history buff—she is the
co-host of the popular podcast The Secret
Life of Canada.
YOU MAY LIKE: Brothel #9 by Anusree
Roy and If We Were Birds by Erin Shields
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In 1887, women were property and could be imprisoned for any reason. Jail was considered a place for
the criminal, the disabled, the mentally ill, and the
marginalized.
In the basement prison below Toronto’s largest
market, two women named Mary—one a shunned,
pregnant Irish immigrant, the other a vilified
Mississauga woman—become an unlikely pair as
they form a friendship within their cold, shared cell.
Their bond threatens fellow inmate Sophia—who
calls herself the first Black woman in Canada and
the leader of the prisoners—and she plots to use the
women to gain better treatment for herself. But as
melting ice water pours into the prison from Lake
Ontario, the forgotten women of Toronto must come
together to survive.
Inspired by true accounts and the history of
Toronto’s St. Lawrence Market, The Flood gives voice
to the little-known stories of early female prisoners
in Canada.
LEAH SIMONE BOWEN is a
Toronto-based writer, producer, and Dora Mavor Moore
Award–nominated director. She
is the creator and co-host, along
with Falen Johnson, of the podcast The Secret Life of Canada
about the untold and under-told history of the
country. Select writing credits include The Hallway,
Nowheresville, The Postman, and Treemonisha. She
has been playwright-in-residence at a number of theatres, including Obsidian Theatre, the Blyth Festival,
and the Stratford Festival. She is a graduate of the
University of Alberta’s theatre program.

QUIVER
ANNA CHATTERTON
“She doesn’t care about me, she doesn’t even want
to see me, she just pretends she does.”
Shy, fourteen-year-old Maddie wasn’t expecting to
have to worry about taking care of herself just yet.
Her sixteen-year-old party-girl sister Bea has scandalously moved in with their mom’s ex-boyfriend, and
in turn, their brassy mother Sheila has run straight
to the comfort of another lover. Maddie is finding
that an empty apartment is quiet and lonely, even
though her time is normally spent reading comics
in her closet. Feeling abandoned and vulnerable, she
turns to her favourite superhero, Arrowette. Armed
with a backpack filled with a bow and arrows, she
embarks on a radical plan to join the army, where she
thinks she will find a new family she can count on.
Meanwhile, Bea is second-guessing the whole
dating an older man thing, and Sheila defends her
unorthodox sexual candour, entertaining the ideals
of freedom. When Bea and Sheila decide to come
home for Maddie’s birthday, they’re faced with the
pointed arrow of Maddie’s newfound power and the
startling reality of the kind of family they’ve become.
ANNA CHATTERTON is a librettist, playwright, and performer.
A finalist for the 2017 Governor
General’s Literary Award for
Drama for her play Within
the Glass, Anna was named a
top-ten Toronto Theatre Artist
of 2016 by NOW Magazine and has been the recipient of the City of Hamilton Arts Award for
Theatre. Anna has been a playwright-in-residence at
Nightwood Theatre, the National Theatre School of
Canada, Tarragon Theatre, and Tapestry Opera. She
lives in Hamilton, Ontario.

Quiver
Anna Chatterton

NOVEMBER | $17.95
5 1/8" x 7 5/8" | 80 pages | 9781770919419
DRA019000 | DRA013000
1f | premiered in May 2015 by Theatre Aquarius and Proper Slang Productions, Hamilton
Quiver is a fictional account inspired by
Chatterton’s teenage life.
Quiver was written as Chatterton’s master’s thesis at the University of Guelph
under her advisor, Judith Thompson.
“I loved this play’s depiction of the
sweetness, confusion, and anguish of adolescence and adulthood alike.”
—Chris Klippenstein, Mooney on Theatre
“A riveting story that is exceptionally well
told.” —Evalyn Parry, Artistic Director of
Buddies in Bad Times Theatre
ALSO AVAILABLE: Gertrude and Alice
YOU MAY LIKE: The Fish Eyes Trilogy by
Anita Majumdar and Infinity by Hannah
Moscovitch
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Little Pretty and
The Exceptional
Anusree Roy

NOVEMBER | $17.95
5 1/8" x 7 5/8" | 96 pages | 9781770919457
DRA019000 | DRA013000
2f, 2m | premiered in April 2017 at Factory
Theatre, Toronto
Roy wrote a powerful essay pre-production
in Intermission Magazine about her personal experiences with mental illness and
how it inspired the play.
The play takes place in Toronto’s Little India
neighbourhood.
“Anusree Roy is a wonderful, thoughtful
writer who has opened up new worlds and
stories for Canadian audiences.”
—Lynn Slotkin, The Slotkin Letter
ALSO AVAILABLE: Brothel #9 | Pyaasa
& Letters to my Grandma | Sultans of the
Street
YOU MAY LIKE: Paradise by Patti
Flather
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LITTLE PRETTY AND
THE EXCEPTIONAL
ANUSREE ROY
“You’re having nightmares again, aren’t you?”
Simran Singh is gifted, complex, and haunted. Her
younger sister Jasmeet is the typical trendy, cityliving teenager. Together with Dilpreet, their sweetly
overprotective father, they are frantically trying to get
their new sari shop ready for its opening on Canada
Day. But as they come closer to achieving their lifelong dream, the trauma of Simran and Jasmeet’s
mother’s death reappears and the family must come
together in order to move forward.
Charming, tragic, and full of life, this deeply moving story about the taboos surrounding mental health
in the South Asian community celebrates the power
of familial ties in the face of adversity.
ANUSREE ROY is a Governor
General’s Literary Award–nominated writer and actor whose
work has premiered internationally. Her plays include Trident
Moon, Sultans of the Street,
Brothel #9, Roshni, Letters to
my Grandma, and Pyaasa. Her plays and performances have won her four Dora Mavor Moore Awards
along with multiple nominations. She is the recipient
of the KM Hunter Artist Award, the RBC Emerging
Artist Award, and the Carol Bolt Award, was named
as a protégé of the Siminovitch Prize, and was a finalist for the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize. She lives
in Toronto.

SMALL TALK
CAROLE FRÉCHETTE

TRANSLATED BY JOHN MURRELL
“There can be no fullness without emptiness. And
there can be no conversation without a void.”
Everyday conversation has always been a challenge
for Julie, a lonely and anxious researcher who spends
her days bent over a microscope in a basement laboratory. She struggles through lunchtime discussions
with co-workers and one-sided exchanges with her
withdrawn father and mute stepmother, attempts to
understand her aphasic mother, and feels steamrolled in conversations with her game-show host brother
and his extravagant wife. At the end of each day, she
goes home exhausted and indulges in soliloquies in
which she lets go of everything unsaid. She tries selfhelp videos and a conversation workshop, but nothing
can budge her verbal roadblocks. After being humiliated by her brother on live TV, she runs away from her
city, her family, her job, and her life. Wandering in the
woods, she meets Timothy, who is trying to end his life.
Between someone who wants to leave the world and
someone who would like to be a part of it, a meaningful conversation begins to take shape.
CAROLE FRÉCHETTE was born
in Montréal and is the author of
fifteen plays. She was awarded
the prestigious Siminovitch Prize
in Theatre in 2002, and has twice
received the Governor General’s
Literary Award for Drama.

SEPTEMBER | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 112 pages | 9781770919495
DRA019000 | DRA013000
3f, 1m, 10 chorus | premiered in August 2014
in a production by Théâtre du Peuple in
Bussang, France
ALSO AVAILABLE: Carole Fréchette: Two
Plays | The Small Room at the Top of the
Stairs & Thinking of Yu
YOU MAY LIKE: This is How We
Got Here by Keith Barker and The
Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble by
Beth Graham

JOHN MURRELL is one of
Canada’s most frequently produced playwrights. He is also a
translator of Chekhov and Ibsen,
among others. Murrell is an
Officer of the Order of Canada.
New Titles / 11

JONAS & BARRY IN THE HOME
NORM FOSTER
“When life comes knocking you don’t want it to find
you on the couch in a soiled bathrobe.”

OCTOBER | $15.95
5" x 8" | 140 pages | 9781770919501
DRA013000
1f, 2m | premiered in 2015 in a production
by Theatre Orangeville
Foster wrote the play at the insistence of
his friend, who wanted something they
could perform when they move to a retirement home in Florida someday.
“The play is a roller coaster of emotions,
evoking uncontrollable laughter one moment and profound sadness the next.”
—Chris Daponte, The Wellington Advertiser
“It’s a remarkable piece of writing.”
—Ron Foley MacDonald, The Chronicle Herald
ALSO AVAILABLE: Ethan Claymore | A
Foster Christmas | The Foster Season |
The Foursome | The Gentleman Clothier |
The Ladies Foursome | The Melville Boys |
On a First Name Basis | One-Actmanship |
Skin Flick | Triple Play
YOU MAY LIKE: Half Life by John Mighton
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Norm Foster’s quick wit is strong in this lighthearted
buddy comedy about living life to the fullest.
Barry is annoyed that he’s already living in a seniors’ home at sixty-seven, but it’s worth it to live
near his daughter, Rosie. Rosie, who works at the
home, brought him in so he wouldn’t be alone in
case he had a heart attack like his father, brother,
and uncle did before they were sixty-five. So Barry
spends his time shuffling around in his slippers, taking naps, and having dinner with Rosie, and that’s
good enough for him.
But Barry doesn’t get to revel in the quiet for long.
Enter the loquacious and flirtatious Jonas, who wrote
one hit song thirty-seven years ago. Jonas likes to indulge in the finer things in life, like decadent dates
and nice clothes, and he sees Barry the curmudgeon
as a fixer-upper. As they bicker and bond over women,
sports, and family values, Jonas and Barry must learn
to open up and face how to keep living their lives.
NORM FOSTER has written
over sixty plays and been produced all over the world. His
most popular plays include
The Melville Boys, The Ladies
Foursome, Hilda’s Yard, and
On A First Name Basis. He was
made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2017,
and currently lives in Fredericton, New Brunswick.

NEW CANADIAN KID / INVISIBLE
KIDS, SECOND EDITION
DENNIS FOON
Two of the most produced, popular, and important
Canadian plays for young audiences are back in an
updated edition.
In New Canadian Kid, Nick has just moved to
Canada from a country called Homeland, where he
is forced to grapple with his fears of a new culture
and language and cope with classmates who taunt
him for being different. After a series of confrontations, Nick, his family, and his peers start to learn
how to accept one another and find a comfortable
middle ground.
In Invisible Kids, a group of children from a variety of backgrounds discover playground politics. The
class is overjoyed when the new kid, Ranim, a Syrian
refugee, wins a science-fair contest which grants everyone a trip to an amusement park in the US. But
when they find out Ranim is not allowed to cross the
border, they have to put aside their already developed
discouragement and make their voices heard.
D E N N I S FO O N w a s t h e
co-founder of Vancouver’s Green
Thumb Theatre and served as
Artistic Director for twelve years,
where he began writing a body
of groundbreaking plays for
which he has received the British
Theatre Award, two Chalmers Awards, and the Jesse
Richardson Career Achievement Award. He has received a Gemini Award, two Writers Guild of Canada
Awards, and four Leo Awards for his screenplays,
which include Little Criminals, White Lies, Torso,
Shine of Rainbows, and On The Farm. His latest feature film, Indian Horse—adapted from the novel by
Richard Wagamese—premiered at TIFF in 2017.

OCTOBER | $18.95
5 1/8" x 7 5/8" | 112 pages | 9781770919549
DRA013000
2f, 2m | New Canadian Kid premiered in
September 1981 in British Columbia in a
production by Green Thumb Theatre
2f, 3m | Invisible Kids premiered in January 1985 in London, England, in a production by Univorn Theatre
In New Canadian Kid, English is jibberish,
so the reader can experience the play
from a Homelander’s point of view.
Invisible Kids has been rewritten to reflect
immigration issues today.
ALSO AVAILABLE: Kindness | Mirror
Game | Rick: The Rick Hansen Story | Skin
& Liars | War
YOU MAY LIKE: Sultans of the Street
by Anusree Roy and Danny, King of the
Basement by David S. Craig
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OF HUMAN BONDAGE,
SECOND EDITION
VERN THIESSEN
From the Governor General’s Literary Award–winning author of Vimy, Einstein’s Gift, and Lenin’s
Embalmers, comes an epic adaptation of W. Somerset
Maugham’s classic novel.

SEPTEMBER | $17.95
5 3/8" x 8 3/8" | 168 pages | 9781770919587
DRA013000
4f, 7m | premiered in April 2014 in a production by Soulpepper Theatre, Toronto
This edition features a new introductory
essay, updated material, and a reworked
script.
“There is the shimmer of sheer greatness
over much of Vern Thiessen’s adaptation
of Of Human Bondage.”
—Richard Ouzounian, Toronto Star
“A rich and beautifully rendered story.”
—Evan Andrew Mackay, Post City Toronto
ALSO AVAILABLE: The Courier and
Other Plays | Einstein’s Gift | Lenin’s
Embalmers | Shakespeare’s Will | Vern
Thiessen: Two Plays | Vimy
YOU MAY LIKE: The Colony of
Unrequited Dreams by Robert Chafe and
The Doorman of Windsor Station by Julie
Vincent, translated by Hugh Hazelton

14 / New Titles

When Philip meets Mildred, a disarming tea-shop
waitress, he finds his yearning for art and experience
consumed by his intense attraction to her. Mildred,
for all her teasing, isn’t all that interested in Philip,
but rather in flattery, possessions, and security. Yet
Philip, in a powerful haze of passion and pride, obsessively pursues Mildred despite the anguish and
emotional carnage that repels and binds them at all
costs. Of Human Bondage is a grand story of lust,
unrequited love, and the pursuit of beauty.
VERN THIESSEN is one of
Canada’s most produced playwrights. His work has been seen
on stages across Canada, the
United States, and Europe. Vern
is the recipient of numerous
awards, including the Elizabeth
Sterling Haynes Award for Outstanding New Play,
the City of Edmonton Arts Achievement Award, and
the Governor General’s Literary Award. He lives in
Edmonton, Alberta.

REFRACTIONS: SCENES
EDITED BY DONNA-MICHELLE
ST. BERNARD AND YVETTE
NOLAN
Refractions: Scenes is a collection of scenes from diverse contemporary works by Canadian playwrights
that reflect the country’s artistic landscape through a
breadth of themes, styles, cultures, regions, and creative practices.
This collection can be used both as a source for actors and students, or as a primer on diverse Canadian
theatre and an entry point into new works.
Refractions: Scenes includes work by Michaela di
Cesare, Rob Salerno, Lisa Codrington, Patti Flather,
Ciarán Myers, Reneltta Arluk, Colleen Murphy,
Deidre Walton, David Yee, and many more.
D O N N A - M I C H E L L E S T.
BERNARD is an emcee, playwright, and arts administrator.
Her work has been recognized
with a SATAward nomination,
the Herman Voaden Playwriting
Award, the Enbridge playRites
Award, a Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding
New Play, and two nominations for the Governor
General’s Literary Award for Drama.
YVETTE NOLAN is a playwright, dramaturg, and director.
She has been the writer-in-residence at Brandon University,
Mount Royal College, and the
Saskatoon Public Library, as well
as playwright-in-residence at the
National Arts Centre. Yvette was born in Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, to an Algonquin mother and an Irish
immigrant father. She is based in Saskatchewan.

NOVEMBER | $21.95
5 1/2" x 8" | 224 pages | 9781770919624
PER011040 | DRA002000 | DRA013000
Refractions: Scenes is the hotly anticipated follow-up to Refractions: Solo, a
collection of monologues also edited by
St. Bernard and Nolan.
The works are about ten minutes in
length each, containing 3–7 characters.
ALSO AVAILABLE: Annie Mae’s
Movement | Beyond the Pale | Gas Girls
| Indian Act: Residential School Plays | A
Man A Fish | Medicine Shows: Indigenous
Performance Culture | Performing
Indigeneity | Refractions: Solo | The
Unplugging
YOU MAY ALSO LIKE: Canada on Stage
edited by Iris Turcott and Keith Turnbull
and Long Story Short edited by Rebecca
Burton
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LINDA GRIFFITHS: NEW ESSAYS
ON CANADIAN THEATRE VOL. 9
EDITED BY JACQUELINE
PETROPOULOS
This collection of essays on the late Canadian playwright Linda Griffiths seeks to commemorate her
impressive theatrical legacy by bringing together major scholars and theatre artists from across Canada
to discuss her work.

NOVEMBER | $25.00
6" x 9" | 400 pages | 9781770919631
LIT013000 | DRA002000
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE SERIES:
Asian Canadian Theatre | Canadian
Performance Histories and
Historiographies | Daniel MacIvor
| Latina/o Canadian Theatre and
Performance | New Canadian Realisms
| Performing Indigeneity | Theatres of
Affect
ALSO AVAILABLE BY LINDA GRIFFITHS:
Alien Creature | The Book of Jessica |
Chronic | Games: Who Wants to Play? |
The Last Dog of War | Maggie and Pierre
& The Duchess

For more than three decades, Griffiths worked
tirelessly and passionately to redefine drama and
performance in Canada, constantly pushing artistic
boundaries in her quest to tell new and unconventional stories about Canadians and women.
Weaving together new critical essays on Griffiths’s
plays with personal pieces by artists who collaborated
with her, this anthology opens up a new understanding
of the theatrical legacy of a playwright whose work has
not yet received the scholarly attention it deserves. These
essays comment on a range of important critical issues,
such as Griffiths’s artistic and creative process and her
wide and complex use of literary and historical sources.
By providing important critical, historical, and personal contexts for understanding her work, this anthology
sheds new light on Griffiths’s plays and the highly dedicated and passionate woman who created them.
Contributors include Amanda Attrell, Layne
Coleman, Penelope Farfan, Sherrill Grace, Daniel
MacIvor, Shelley Scott, Paul Thompson, Ann Wilson,
and Brent Wood among others.
JACQUELINE PETROPOULOS
is Adjunct Faculty in York
University’s Department of
English, where she teaches
courses in Drama Studies and
Canadian Literature.
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BETWEEN BREATHS | ROBERT CHAFE
$17.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781770919013 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

Jon Lien was once a respected researcher and a risk-taker, swimming into
dangerous waters to save whales and the fishing gear they were trapped
in. But now Jon’s confined to land, living his last years in a wheelchair.
The man who rescued over 500 whales around the world stretches his mind in memories of release and salvation. His powerful story
swims backward through time, as he goes from worrying his wife and
frustrating his friend, to being a reckless starter and adventurer, to his
very first encounter with a whale.
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THE FEMME PLAYLIST / I CANNOT LIE TO THE STARS THAT MADE ME |
CATHERINE HERNANDEZ
$18.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781770919099 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

In these two emotionally unrestrained plays, the author of Singkil and
Scarborough paints a vivid portrait of what it means to be a radical
queer brown mother.
Set to the music of her life, The Femme Playlist shows what it’s like
to be sexy and proud, slutty and loud, queer and brown. I Cannot Lie
to the Stars That Made Me is an around-the-campfire guide to mourning and healing for women of colour.
THE GAY HERITAGE PROJECT |
DAMIEN ATKINS, PAUL DUNN, AND ANDREW KUSHNIR
$19.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781770917989 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

This isn’t your ordinary history project. In what has become an important piece of contemporary queer Canadian theatre, three of Canada’s
most gifted performers go on a search way past Google in order to find
the history of gay people.
The trio start their quest by looking back at their own lineages and
move along to the library, the Yellow Brick Road, Ukraine, a game
show, and a court of law.
GERTRUDE AND ALICE | ANNA CHATTERTON AND EVALYN PARRY
IN COLLABORATION WITH KARIN RANDOJA
$18.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781770918801 | 5" x 8"

Visiting the audience in the present day, Gertrude and Alice come to
find out how history has treated them. The couple recounts stories of
their forty-year relationship; of meetings with iconic artists and writers;
and of Alice’s overwhelming, consuming devotion to Gertrude’s genius.
Before they leave, they want to find out what has become of their artistic and cultural influence, and how their lives and work are—or are
not—remembered.
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GLORIA’S GUY | JOAN BURROWS
$17.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781770918887 | 5 3/8” x 8 3/8”

It’s been over twenty years since Guy ditched his high-school sweetheart Gloria at the prom, and they haven’t spoken since. Now he’s a
failed LA lawyer, divorced, and working at his brother’s resort in the
Muskokas. When a wedding conveniently brings Gloria to the resort
for a weekend, Guy is determined to keep his distance. But their highschool friends Eva, Leslie, and Peggy, and Peggy’s mom Jessie—the
crew’s former teacher—decide to play matchmakers and reconnect the
long-split pair.
INDIAN ACT: RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL PLAYS |
EDITED BY DONNA-MICHELLE ST. BERNARD
$29.95 | 400 PAGES | 9781770919143 | 6" x 9"

Indian Act is a tribute and thank you to those who survived the Indian
Residential School system so that future generations could be free to
pursue their lives unhindered by educationally enforced lowered expectations and institutionalized abuse. Seven plays by contemporary
First Nations playwrights cover the broad scope of residential school
experiences, all kinds of characters, and no stereotypes, giving voice to
those who could not be heard.
THE JOSEPHINE KNOT | MEG BRAEM
$17.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781770918931 | 5 3/8" x 8 3/8"

After Samantha’s baba dies, her fractured family is summoned to pick
through the house full of belongings and trash, leaving taped notes on
whatever they want to take. Between a closet full of ketchup packets
and a freezer full of rotting meat are gems like plastic deer statuettes
that hold more sentiment. While her father David sifts through his own
memories, all Samantha wants is to find a simple object that could represent her place in the family. When other family members arrive, tug
of wars and passive-aggressive conversations commence.
LAC/ATHABASCA | LEN FALKENSTEIN
$17.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781770918849 | 5 1/8" x 7 5/8"

A nineteenth-century fur trader and his Métis guide are harrowingly
pursued by an unseen monster on the Athabasca River. Two freshwater
biologists investigate pollution downstream from the Alberta oil sands,
until one becomes obsessed with his discovery of a centuries-old skeleton.
A young man comes to work in the oil sands, but is driven home after
discovering the body of a missing co-worker. The residents of a small
town unite in grief after an entirely preventable disaster. Stories intersect
and echo, connecting the dots between voraciousness and victimhood.
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LATE COMPANY | JORDAN TANNAHILL
$17.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781770918979 | 5 3/8” x 8 3/8”

One year after the suicide of their teenage son Joel, Debora and Michael
Shaun-Hastings sit down to dinner with their son’s bully and his parents. Closure is on the menu, but accusations are the main course as
everyone takes a turn in the hot seat for their real or imagined part in
the tragedy. Blame shifts over the course of the evening from one person to the next, raising questions no one is prepared to answer.

Q2Q: QUEER CANADIAN THEATRE AND PERFORMANCE | EDITED BY PETER
DICKINSON, C.E. GATCHALIAN, KATHLEEN OLIVER, AND DALBIR SINGH
$25.00 | 400 PAGES | 9781770919136 | 6" x 9"

This collection seeks to understand why it is important not just to continue
to tell queer stories on stage, but also to piece together the larger historical
narrative of Canadian queer theatrical production and reception through
academic research. Through essays, artist reflections, and curatorial statements, the contributors generate theory and new ways of understanding
how queer theatre and performance have contributed more broadly to
the political and social development of LGBT2Q communities in Canada.
Q2Q: QUEER CANADIAN PERFORMANCE TEXTS | EDITED BY PETER
DICKINSON, C.E. GATCHALIAN, KATHLEEN OLIVER, AND DALBIR SINGH
$29.95 | 496 PAGES | 9781770919150 | 6" x 9"

A companion anthology to Queer Canadian Theatre and Performance,
the work contained in this volume provides a snapshot of Canadian contemporary queer performance practices—from playwriting to drag to
performance art to spoken word to digital performance.

THEATRE PASSE MURAILLE: A COLLECTIVE HISTORY | EDITED BY
SAMANTHA SERLES, MARTIN JULIEN, WITH RAE JOHNSON
$29.95 | 240 PAGES | 9781770918924 | 8 1/4" x 10 3/4"

This collective history of the groundbreaking Toronto theatre is a scrapbook of memories, mistakes, and milestones. In celebration of its fiftieth
year of producing and providing space for new and diverse Canadian
theatre, this book gathers touching tributes, funny anecdotes, fascinating photos, memorable reviews, and treasured memories of success and
failure within and beyond the walls of Theatre Passe Muraille. Artists,
creative teams, and theatre associates from throughout the theatre’s history have something juicy to share.
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ACCEPTANCE | AMY NG
$24.95 | 56 PAGES | 9781848427365

Out of 37,451 applicants to Eliot University, Angela stands out—but not for
the right reasons. An ambiguous event in her past threatens to overshadow her
talent, her potential, and her future prospects. Can she overcome the prejudices
of those judging her application, or is she already tainted beyond redemption?
ADAM | FRANCES POET
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848426979

If you are born in a country where being yourself can get you killed, exile is
your only choice. Frances Poet’s play Adam is the remarkable true story of a
young trans man having to make that choice and begin his journey. It charts
Adam’s progress from Egypt to Scotland, across borders and genders, in his
search for a place to call home.
AGAIN | STEPHANIE JACOB
$24.95 | 72 PAGES | 9781848427464

In this touching and comic drama, Stephanie Jacob delves into the turmoil, love,
and compromises of kinship. Again resets the clock on one family’s history as
Tom and Louise—now divorced—and their adult children, Adam and Izzy, negotiate what they think they know and tussle for what they think they want.
ALBION | MIKE BARTLETT
$24.95 | 128 PAGES | 9781848427150

In the ruins of a garden in rural England, in a house which was once a home,
one woman searches for seeds of hope.

ALEXI KAYE CAMPBELL PLAYS: ONE | ALEXI KAYE CAMPBELL
$47.95 | 496 PAGES | 9781848426924

A collection of five plays by Alexi Kaye Campbell, including his remarkable
debut The Pride and his four subsequent plays—Apologia, The Faith Machine,
Bracken Moor, and Sunset at the Villa Thalia—which together demonstrate his
rare ability to harness theatricality in pursuit of emotional truth.
ALL OUR CHILDREN | STEPHEN UNWIN
$24.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781848426696

January 1941. A terrible crime is taking place in a clinic for disabled children.
The perpetrators argue that it will help struggling parents and lift the financial
burden on the mighty German state. One brave voice is raised in objection.
But will the doctor listen?
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APOLOGIA (2017 EDITION) | ALEXI KAYE CAMPBELL
$24.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848426931

Kristin Miller is a firebrand matriarch and eminent art historian. Her birthday
gathering should be a cause for celebration, but the recent publication of her
memoir has exposed cracks in her family relationships. As the evening progresses, questions arise about the sacrifices she has made and about the price
paid by those nearest to her.
THE APPROACH | MARK O’ROWE
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848427433

Listen carefully… Three women. Three conversations. As the details of what
they share begin to diverge, we realise that a subtle game of survival is being played. Both psychological puzzle and quietly devastating tragedy, Mark
O’Rowe’s The Approach explores the inner lives of Anna, Cora, and Denise
as they desperately try to make sense of their world.
BAD ROADS | NATAL’YA VOROZHBIT, TRANSLATED BY SASHA DUGDALE
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427143

In the darkest recesses of Ukraine, a war is raging. A journalist takes a research trip to the front line. Teenage girls wait on benches for soldiers. A
medic mourns her lover killed in action. Natal’ya Vorozhbit’s play Bad Roads
is a heartbreaking, powerful, and bitterly comic account of what it is to be a
woman in wartime.
BATTLEFIELD | PETER BROOK AND MARIE-HÉLÈNE ESTIENNE
$19.95 | 40 PAGES | 9781848427051

The devastation of war is tearing the Bharata family apart. The new king must
unravel a mystery: how can he live with himself in the face of the devastation
and massacres that he has caused. An immense canvas in miniature, this central section of the Indian epic The Mahabharata is timeless and contemporary,
asking how we can find inner peace in a world riven with conflict.
THE BLINDING LIGHT | HOWARD BRENTON
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427068

Abandoning theatre, living a life of squalid splendour, August Strindberg practises alchemy. In his hotel room, he attempts to make gold by finding the
philosopher’s stone, the secret of creation. As his grasp on reality weakens,
his first two wives visit him to bring him to his senses. But their interventions
spin out of control.
BODIES | VIVIENNE FRANZMANN
$24.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781848426597

Purchased from Russia. Developed in India. Delivered to the UK. A global transaction over nine months that offers “a lifetime of happiness” for all involved.
Vivienne Franzmann’s play Bodies explores the human cost of surrogacy, and
what we’ll overlook to get what we want.
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BOUDICA | TRISTAN BERNAYS
$24.95 | 136 PAGES | 9781848426863

A brand-new ancient-history play in verse that tells the story of one of Britain’s
most iconic women: a queen, a warrior and a rebel. AD 61, Britannia. On the
furthest outreaches of the Roman Empire—at the very edge of the known
world—rebellion is brewing.
BOX CLEVER | MONSAY WHITNEY
$24.95 | 56 PAGES | 9781848426948

Marnie is stuck in a women’s refuge, trying to escape toxic relationship patterns, just wanting to do the best for herself and her daughter. But how do you
get out of a rut when everyone you know is a liability? Box Clever is a moving, truthful, and darkly comic play.
BR’ER COTTON | TEARRANCE ARVELLE CHISHOLM
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848427525

Lynchburg, Virginia, on the former site of a cotton mill. Fourteen-year-old
Ruffrino is struggling to make sense of his place in an impoverished world
filled with seemingly random killings of young black men. As his anger toward
reality grows, he moves further away from his family. Losing himself online,
Ruffrino’s world sinks around him while he battles to wake up the zombies.
BUGGY BABY & THE MIKVAH PROJECT: TWO PLAYS | JOSH AZOUZ
$27.95 | 128 PAGES | 9781848427471

Two plays showcasing the exciting and distinctive voice of Josh Azouz. Buggy
Baby is a horror comedy about trying to build a normal life when nothing
about life is normal. The Mikvah Project is a playful and poignant play about
two men who meet every Friday in a northwest London Mikvah, a traditional
Jewish pool used for ritual cleansing.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL | CHARLES DICKENS ADAPTED BY JACK THORNE
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427198

Charles Dickens’s timeless classic, brought to life in a joyous new adaptation
by Jack Thorne. One bitter Christmas Eve, a cold-hearted miser is visited by
four ghosts. Transported to worlds past, present, and future, Ebenezer Scrooge
witnesses what a lifetime of fear and selfishness has led to, and sees with fresh
eyes the lonely life he has built for himself.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL | CHARLES DICKENS ADAPTED BY DAVID EDGAR
$24.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781848426672

One ghostly Christmas night, cold-hearted businessman Ebenezer Scrooge gets
the fright of his life, discovers the truth about himself, and learns to love his
neighbour. This adaptation by David Edgar of the Charles Dickens classic—
one of the best-loved stories ever written—rediscovers the social conscience
of the timeless tale.
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COMING CLEAN | KEVIN ELYOT
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426849

Tony and Greg have love all figured out. They’re in a committed relationship,
with room for a little sex on the side whenever it takes their fancy. Their only
rule? Never sleep with the same man twice. Then drop-dead gorgeous Robert
walks into their lives, and nobody plays by the rules.
COMMENT IS FREE & START SWIMMING | JAMES FRITZ
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427075

Two plays by award-winning writer James Fritz, each asking urgent, pointed,
and complex questions of the times we live in. Ideal for schools, youth theatres,
and amateur companies to perform, these versatile and incisive plays demonstrate an innovative playwright at the top of his craft.
CONSENT | NINA RAINE
$24.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781848426306

Why is justice blind? Is she impartial? Or is she blinkered? Friends Ed and Tim
take opposing briefs in a rape case. The key witness is a woman whose life
seems a world away from theirs. At home, their own lives begin to unravel as
every version of the truth is challenged.
CORNERMEN | OLI FORSYTH
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427426

Mickey and his team of cornermen never seem to have much luck in the boxing
world. The fighters they manage always end up losing and, after a disastrous
last outing, no one wants to work with them. All that changes when they sign
Sid, a young boxer whose winning ways catapult them into a world of success
they’ve never had before.
COSMIC SCALLIES | JACKIE HAGAN
$24.95 | 48 PAGES | 9781848427112

Shaun and Dent grew up best friends on the same council estate in Skelmersdale.
Dent left, full of ambition, but ten years later she’s back. Can Shaun convince
her that Skem is an inheritance better than any house?

CREATING WORLDS: HOW TO MAKE IMMERSIVE THEATRE | JASON WARREN
$32.95 | 192 PAGES | 9781848424456

Placing the audience at the heart of a production is the impetus behind the
hugely varied work of leading immersive theatre companies. Done well, it can
generate powerful, gut-level emotional effects that will long outlast the production itself. Creating Worlds offers a step-by-step breakdown of the entire
journey toward making an immersive theatre production.
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THE DARK ROOM | ANGELA BETZIEN
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848427273

Deep in the night, in a lonely motel room somewhere in central Australia, six
lost souls collide—haunted by the same tragic crime. Angela Betzien’s The Dark
Room is an intricately layered psychological thriller, exposing the startling mistreatment of those most vulnerable in our society, at the hands of those who
are meant to protect them.
DEPOSIT | MATT HARTLEY
$24.95 | 104 PAGES | 9781848426788

A bittersweet and vital play that throws a spotlight on “Generation Rent” and
the lengths they will go in order to get that first step on the property ladder.
Rachel and Ben want to buy a flat in London. And so do their friends, Melanie
and Sam. But what with rent, tax, student loans, and bills, it’s impossible to
save for a deposit.
DOCTOR FOSTER: THE SCRIPTS | MIKE BARTLETT
$37.95 | 320 PAGES | 9781848425705

Mike Bartlett’s complete scripts for the award-winning first series of his superlative television drama. Doctor Gemma Foster is a woman seemingly in
control: a trusted GP, the heart of her town, a woman people can trust. But
her life is about to explode.
DRACULA: THE BLOODY TRUTH | JOHN NICHOLSON AND LE NAVET BETE
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427037

Travelling across Europe, from the dark and sinister Transylvanian mountains
to the charming seaside town of Whitby, Professor Van Helsing and his three
amateur actors stage a life-changing, theatrical production of Dracula—hoping to establish, once and for all, the bloody truth.
DRAMA GAMES FOR ACTORS: EXPLORING SELF, CHARACTER AND TEXT | THOMASINA UNSWORTH

$24.95 | 176 PAGES | 9781848423732

From the bestselling Drama Games series, this dip-in, flick-through, quick-fire
resource book offers dozens of games to serve as a rich source of ideas and inspiration for all actors and those teaching or directing them. This must-have
companion is divided into three sections, each focusing on a different aspect
of the actor’s process: Self, Character, and Text.
DRY POWDER | SARAH BURGESS
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427280

Private equity fund manager Rick has just thrown a lavish engagement party—the same week that his firm forced layoffs in a supermarket chain it owns,
causing a PR nightmare. His business partner Seth jumps to the rescue with
a publicity-friendly investment that will save an American company and promote job growth.
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EDUCATION, EDUCATION, EDUCATION | THE WARDROBE ENSEMBLE
$24.95 | 72 PAGES | 9781848427266

It’s May 1997. Tony Blair has won the election and Katrina and the Waves have
won Eurovision. Channel 5 is a month old. No one knows who Harry Potter
is. Britain is the coolest place in the world. The Wardrobe Ensemble’s love letter to the schools of the 1990s asks big questions about a country in special
measures, exploring what we are taught and why, and where responsibility lies.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT GOING TO THE THEATRE (BUT WERE TOO SLOSHED TO ASK, DEAR) | WEST END PRODUCER
$27.95 | 288 PAGES | 9781848425880

West End Producer, the masked man of Theatreland and author of the definitive guide to acting, returns with the ultimate guide to the theatregoing
experience—for anyone who’s ever been to the theatre, or who thinks they
might like to try it one day.
FANNY & ALEXANDER | INGMAR BERGMAN, ADAPTED BY STEPHEN BERESFORD
$27.95 | 128 PAGES | 9781848427495

Siblings Fanny and Alexander are growing up amidst the gilded romance and
glamour of 1900s Sweden. But their world is turned upside down when their
widowed mother remarries the iron-willed local bishop. As creative freedom
and rigid orthodoxy clash, a war ensues between imagination and austerity in
this magical study of childhood, family, and love.
THE FERRYMAN | JEZ BUTTERWORTH
$24.95 | 160 PAGES | 9781848426382

County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1981. The Carney farmhouse is a hive of
activity with preparations for the annual harvest. A day of hard work on the
land and a traditional night of feasting and celebrations lie ahead. But this year
they will be interrupted by a visitor.
GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY | CONOR MCPHERSON AND BOB DYLAN
$24.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848426559

Duluth, Minnesota. 1934. A community living on a knife-edge. Lost and lonely
people huddle together in the local guesthouse. The owner, Nick, owes more
money than he can ever repay, his wife Elizabeth is losing her mind, and their
daughter Marianne is carrying a child no one will account for.
GIRL IN THE MACHINE | STEF SMITH
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848426689

Polly and Owen have nailed it. Successful in their careers and wildly in love
with each other, they feel ready to take on the world. But when a mysterious
new technology, promising a break from the daily grind, creeps into everyone’s
phones, their world is turned upside down.
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GLORIA | BRANDEN JACOBS-JENKINS
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426634

New York, a city that runs on ambition—and coffee. In the offices of a notorious Manhattan magazine, ruthless editorial assistants vie for their bosses’ jobs
and a book deal before they’re thirty. But bestselling memoir fodder is thin
on the ground, and climbing the career ladder is hard when you’re trapped
between Starbucks runs, jaded gossip, and endless encircling cubicle walls...
GLORY ON EARTH | LINDA MCLEAN
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848426757

Tuesday, 19 August, 1561, 9 a.m. Through the fog a ship arrives in Leith docks,
and Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, steps ashore. She is eighteen and on her young
shoulders rest the hopes of the Catholic establishment of Europe.

THE GLOVE THIEF | BETH FLINTOFF
$22.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426535

The year is 1569, and in a cold, stone room in a Staffordshire castle, a group
of women sew elaborate tapestries. Rich or poor, at home or held against their
will, four women’s lives intersect on the point of a needle. Embroidery is their
escape, their sanity, and their expression: of love, loss, artistry, and power.
GOATS | LIWAA YAZJI TRANSLATED BY KATHARINE HALLS
$24.95 | 160 PAGES | 9781848427204

In a small town in Syria, soldiers are celebrated as heroes and grieving families
are nourished on propaganda. As coffins pile up, a local party leader decides
on a radical compensation scheme: a goat for each son martyred.

GUT | FRANCES POET
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427167

Maddy and Rory are devoted parents to three-year-old Joshua, committed
to keeping him happy and safe. But when an everyday visit to a supermarket
café turns into a far more troubling incident, their trust even in those closest
to them is shattered. Fear and doubt consume them, until they reach a savage
breaking point.
HANNA | SAM POTTER
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848427020

Being a young mum is supposed to be hard—but for Hanna, the only thing
she’s ever been brilliant at is raising her beloved daughter, Ellie. Until a DNA
test reveals staggering news. Ellie is not Hanna’s child. And now her “real”
parents want to meet.
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HERETIC VOICES | SONYA HALE, ANNIE FOX, AND TATTY HENNESSYE
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427358

This volume presents the best new writing in monologue form, celebrating
unique voices with exceptional stories to tell. These three plays—Dean McBride
by Sonya Hale, Woman Caught Unaware by Annie Fox, and A Hundred Words
for Snow by Tatty Hennessy—were finalists in the inaugural Heretic Voices
competition in 2018.
HEROINE | NESSAH MUTHY
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848427099

Young soldier Grace, following a medical discharge from the army, faces a
daunting return to the UK. She struggles to find her place, her people. Postconflict and in search of the friendship she’s lost, Grace volunteers at a local
community centre, bonding with other women. As her trust in the women
grows, so does her confidence.
THE HOUSE THEY GREW UP IN | DEBORAH BRUCE
$24.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781848426436

The present day. A residential street in South East London. The house where
reclusive siblings Peppy and Daniel were born is now stuffed full of everything
they have ever owned. This hoard, their eccentric appearance, and rampant
garden hedge, set them conspicuously apart from others on their road.
HOW MY LIGHT IS SPENT | ALAN HARRIS
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848426207

Jimmy is thirty-four, lives with his mum, and works at Newport’s only drivethrough doughnut restaurant. Kitty is an adult chatline operator, living in the
granny flat of a topiary enthusiast. Things were looking up for Jimmy, but then
he loses his job and he begins to disappear, starting with his hands.
HOW TO BE A KID | SARAH MCDONALD-HUGHES
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848427044

Molly cooks. Molly does the dishes. Molly gets her little brother Joe ready for
school. Molly is only twelve, but she doesn’t feel much like a kid anymore.
Now her mum is feeling better, maybe things will get back to normal. Maybe
Molly can learn to be a kid again.
IMPERIUM: THE CICERO PLAYS | ROBERT HARRIS ADAPTED BY MIKE POULTON
$27.95 | 288 PAGES | 9781848426986

Cicero, the greatest orator of his age, devotes all his energy and cunning to preserve the rule of law, and defend Rome’s Republic against the predatory attacks
of political rivals, discontented aristocrats, and would-be military dictators.
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THE IMPROVISER’S WAY | KATY SCHUTTE
$37.95 | 296 PAGES | 9781848427389

Structured as a twelve-week course, this book provides techniques, advice,
and exercises that can be done on your own or in groups—with activities to
complete as you go—for learning faster and becoming (more) amazing at improvisation. It draws on the author’s own experience of performing and teaching
improv around the world, with added gems of wisdom from key experts.
IN EVENT OF MOONE DISASTER | ANDREW THOMPSON
$24.95 | 104 PAGES | 9781848427006

1969—Man takes his first steps on the Moon, while Sylvia meets an astronaut
at a party. 2055—Sylvia’s granddaughter is set to become the first person to
walk on Mars. Witness the adventures of three extraordinary women spanning
eighty years against the backdrop of humanity’s journey to the stars.
JEKYLL & HYDE | EVAN PLACEY, AFTER ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
$24.95 | 104 PAGES | 9781848427242

Everyone has another face they hide behind… A radical re-imagining by playwright Evan Placey of Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic tale, where civilized
society meets seedy Soho in a thrilling collision of Victorian England with the
here and now.
KANYE THE FIRST | SAM STEINER
$24.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781848426894

Annie’s not really a fan of herself. But what if everyone thought she was someone else? Someone different. Someone better. Sam Steiner’s Kanye the First is a
dazzlingly funny and original drama about identity, guilt, contemporary culture, and the second coming of Kanye West.
THE LADY FROM THE SEA | HENRIK IBSEN, ADAPTED BY ELINOR COOK
$24.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781848427181

Ellida, the lighthouse keeper’s daughter, is trapped in her marriage and longs
for the sea. When a former lover returns from years of absence, she is forced
to decide between freedom and the new life she has made for herself. Elinor
Cook’s version of Henrik Ibsen’s shattering 1888 play about duty and self-determination relocates the play to the Caribbean in the 1950s.
LIMEHOUSE | STEVE WATERS
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848426429

One Sunday morning, four prominent Labour politicians—Bill Rodgers, Shirley
Williams, Roy Jenkins, and David Owen—gather in private at Owen’s home
in Limehouse, East London. They are desperate to find a political alternative.
Should they split their party, divide their loyalties, and risk betraying everything they believe in?
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MISS JULIE | AUGUST STRINDBERG, ADAPTED BY HOWARD BRENTON
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848426870

Midsummer’s Eve, Sweden. A night when the sun doesn’t set. A night of drinking and dancing. A night to break the rules. When Julie, alone on her father’s
estate, gatecrashes the servants’ party, she finds herself in a dangerous tryst with
her father’s manservant, Jean. What begins as a flirtatious game gradually descends, over the course of a long and sultry night, into a savage fight for survival.
MISTY | ARINZÉ KENE
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427594

An epic, lyrical journey through the pulsating heart and underground soul of
inner-city London. Arinzé Kene’s Misty is an inventive blend of gig theatre,
spoken word, live art, and direct address, confronting the assumptions and
expectations underpinning the act of telling a story.
MOSQUITOES | LUCY KIRKWOOD
$24.95 | 128 PAGES | 9781848425828

Alice is a scientist. She lives in Geneva. As the Large Hadron Collider starts up
in 2008, she is embarking on the most exciting work of her life, searching for
the Higgs boson particle. Jenny is her sister. She lives in Luton. She spends a
lot of time googling. When tragedy throws them together, the collision threatens them all with chaos.
MY NAME IS RACHEL CORRIE | RACHEL CORRIE,
EDITED BY ALAN RICKMAN AND KATHARINE VINER
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848427174

March 2003. The Gaza Strip. Twenty-three-year-old Rachel Corrie stands between a Palestinian house and an armoured bulldozer. Meet the heroine behind
the headlines. This play captures the enduring idealism, blazing eloquence, and
sardonic wit of Rachel Corrie’s vivid diary entries.
NATIONAL YOUTH THEATRE MONOLOGUES | EDITED BY MICHAEL BRYHER
$32.95 | 224 PAGES | 9781848426764

An invaluable new collection of seventy-five audition speeches drawn from material produced by world-leading youth arts organization the National Youth
Theatre of Great Britain. Also included are tips on performing the speeches
from current and former NYT members, plus advice on preparing for auditions.
NATIVES | GLENN WALDRON
$24.95 | 104 PAGES | 9781848426399

Three countries. Three teenagers. One average, life-altering day. A young man
battles with feelings of love and violence. Another is stuck with the image of
someone being pushed from a rooftop. And a girl must choose between her
friends and her conscience.
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NINE NIGHT | NATASHA GORDON
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427303

Gloria is gravely sick. When her time comes, the celebration begins; the traditional Jamaican Nine Night Wake. But for Gloria’s children and grandchildren,
marking her death with a party that lasts over a week is a test. Nine nights of
music, food, sharing stories—and an endless parade of mourners.
AN OCTOROON | BRANDEN JACOBS-JENKINS
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426412

Judge Peyton is dead, and his plantation Terrebonne is in financial ruins.
Peyton’s handsome nephew George arrives as heir apparent, and quickly falls
in love with Zoe, a beautiful “octoroon.” But the dastardly M’Closky has other
plans—for both Terrebonne and Zoe.
OLD FOOLS | TRISTAN BERNAYS
$27.95 | 72 PAGES | 9781848427488

The story of Tom and Viv, their love and the life they’ve shared together—from
first spark to dying light. But not necessarily in that order. Tristan Bernays’s
Old Fools is a surprising and touching play about a couple, their experience
of Alzheimer’s, and their enduring efforts to hold their relationship together
through the years.
OUT OF LOVE | ELINOR COOK
$24.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848426856

A tale of friendship, love, and rivalry over thirty years from award-winning
playwright Elinor Cook. Lorna and Grace do everything together. They share
crisps, cigarettes, and crushes. That’s what happens when you’re best friends
forever. But when Lorna gets a place at university, and Grace gets pregnant,
they suddenly find themselves in starkly different worlds.
PARLIAMENT SQUARE | JAMES FRITZ
$24.95 | 120 PAGES | 9781848427082

Kat gets up one morning, leaves her family behind, and travels to London to
carry out an act that will change her life and, she hopes, everyone else’s. Raw,
disturbing, and compassionate, James Fritz’s searingly powerful play forces a
confrontation with some of the most urgent questions we face. What can one
individual do to effect change?
PLAYING THE MASK | JOHN WRIGHT
$32.95 | 328 PAGES | 9781854595805

In Playing the Mask, award-winning theatre-maker and teacher John Wright
explores and demystifies mask-work: what masks do, how they do it, and,
above all, what they can teach us about acting. This book is a wonderfully
accessible introduction to a fresh and innovative acting technique for actors,
theatre-makers, and teachers to use in training and rehearsal.
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PLAYS FROM VAULT 3 | VARIOUS
$37.95 | 336 PAGES | 9781848427372

This anthology comprises five of the best plays from VAULT 2018, London’s
biggest and most exciting arts festival. Includes Tumulus by Christopher Adams,
Glitter Punch by Lucy Burke, Burkas and Bacon Butties by Shamia Chalabi
and Sarah Henley, Wind Bit Bitter, Bit Bit Bit Her by Sami Ibrahim, and The
Strongbox by Stephanie Jacob.
POISON | LOT VEKEMANS, TRANSLATED BY RINA VERGANO
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427105

An extraordinary play that asks a simple question: is it ever possible to move
on?

QUEEN ANNE | HELEN EDMUNDSON
$24.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781848426665

Helen Edmundson’s gripping play tells the little-known story of a monarch
caught between friendship and duty. 1702. William III is on the throne and
England is on the verge of war. Princess Anne is soon to become Queen, and
her advisors vie for influence over the future monarch. Who can Anne turn to
when even her most trusted friends seem bent on pursuing power?
QUEERS: EIGHT MONOLOGUES | CURATED BY MARK GATISS
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426962

A young soldier returning from the trenches of the First World War recollects
a love that dare not speak its name. Almost one hundred years later, a groomto-be prepares for his gay wedding. Queers celebrates a century of evolving
social attitudes and political milestones in British gay history, as seen through
the eyes of eight individuals.
RAMONA TELLS JIM | SOPHIE WU
$24.95 | 82 PAGES | 9781848426702

Ramona is fifteen, hates bananas, and she’s totally cool. Honestly. She’s completely cool. It’s 1998, and Ramona, of Englandshire, is on a wet, midge-riddled
geography field trip, deep in the Scottish Highlands. There she meets Jim, a
local laddie obsessed with hermit crabs, rock erosion, and spider plants.
RED | SOMALIA SEATON
$22.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426528

When her best friend Jay goes missing, Dee withdraws into a twilight world of
fragmented memories and conversations, shattered by her grief. Where should
she look for Jay? What did she miss? What did Jay say? And what couldn’t
she say?
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THE RED SHOES | HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN ADAPTED BY NANCY HARRIS
$24.95 | 160 PAGES | 9781848427136

An orphan girl, adopted by a wealthy family, is given a pair of beautiful red
shoes. At first it appears her dreams have come true… but appearances can
be very deceptive.

THE RETREAT | SAM BAIN
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848426887

Luke left his high-flying city life to discover serenity in the Scottish Highlands,
but he can’t escape his past. Is Tony, his brother, everything that’s wrong with
Luke’s old life, or is he the only one who can really see into his soul?

THE SHADOW FACTORY | HOWARD BRENTON
$24.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848427396

Southampton is home to our only hope of victory: the Spitfire. But, in one
of many devastating raids on the town, the Luftwaffe destroy the Woolston
Supermarine Spitfire factory. The government requisitions local businesses to
use as shadow factories—but meets resistance. Fred Dimmock won’t give up
his family laundry for anyone.
THE SLAVES OF SOLITUDE | PATRICK HAMILTON, ADAPTED BY NICHOLAS WRIGHT
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426993

1943, Henley-on-Thames. Miss Roach is forced by the war to flee London for
the Rosamund Tea Rooms boarding house, a place as grey and lonely as its
residents. From the safety of these new quarters, her war effort now consists
of a thousand petty humiliations, of which the most burdensome is sharing
her daily life with the unbearable Mr. Thwaites.
SOLEMN MASS FOR A FULL MOON IN SUMMER | MICHEL TREMBLAY,
TRANSLATED BY MARTIN BOWMAN AND BILL FINDLAY
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781854594952

A bold, quirky play from the renowned Québécois writer, translated by Martin
Bowman and Bill Findlay into a robust earthy Scots.

TELLING THE TRUTH: HOW TO MAKE VERBATIM THEATRE | ROBIN BELFIELD
$32.95 | 176 PAGES | 9781848424913

A practical guide to creating and producing verbatim theatre, by an experienced theatre-maker and practitioner. Telling the Truth offers a step-by-step
breakdown of the entire process of making your own verbatim-theatre production, covering everything you need to consider.
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TIP OF THE TONGUE | PETER BROOK
$19.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848426726

A thoughtful and deeply personal book by master theatre-maker Peter Brook,
described by the Independent as “our greatest living theatre director.” Threaded
throughout with intimate and revealing stories from Brook’s own life, Tip of the
Tongue is a short but sparkling gift from one of the greatest artists of our time.
TOUCH | VICKY JONES
$24.95 | 144 PAGES | 9781848426955

A shamelessly funny and brutally honest play about sex, connection, and control, from one of the brains behind hit play and TV show Fleabag. Dee’s sexual
escapades are messy and temporary—just like her shoebox London flat.

THE TREATMENT | MARTIN CRIMP
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848426627

New York. A film studio. A young woman has an urgent story to tell. But here,
people are products, movies are money, and sex sells. And the rights to your
life can be a dangerous commodity to exploit.

TRESTLE | STEWART PRINGLE
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427013

Harry feels like life is beginning to tick down, his autumn years spent quietly caring for the community he loves. Denise thinks life begins in retirement
and she’s dancing like she’s still in high school. When their paths cross at the
village hall, their understanding of the time they have left changes irrevocably
TWILIGHT SONG | KEVIN ELYOT
$24.95 | 64 PAGES | 9781848426818

A moving, bittersweet play from the writer of the classic comedy My Night
with Reg. Set over a series of summer evenings in the 1960s and the present
day, Twilight Song traces one family’s hidden liaisons over half a century.

THE UNMANAGEABLE SISTERS | MICHEL TREMBLAY ADAPTED BY DEIRDRE KINAHAN
$24.95 | 88 PAGES | 9781848427440

Green Shield Stamps, a million of them, and Ger Lawless has won them all. It’s
Ballymun, it’s 1974, and she has fifteen friends round for a stamp-sticking party. Over one fateful night, fifteen determined women bring you into their lives
in this funny and furious new version of Michel Tremblay’s fêted Québécois
comedy, Les Belles-Soeurs.
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THE WHITE BIKE | TAMARA VON WERTHERN
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848426832

Millions of people cycle to work every day. And every week, some of them don’t
make it home. One Tuesday morning, Isabelle packs her lunch box into her
pannier, kisses her young daughter goodbye, and sets off on her bike through
Hackney. What happens along the way is at once shocking, inconceivable, and
terrifyingly ordinary.
WOLVES ARE COMING FOR YOU | JOEL HORWOOD
$24.95 | 96 PAGES | 9781848427129

Someone has seen a wolf. Where did it come from? How many are there?
Someone must be able to do something about them. Otherwise, how will our
children get to school? And how will we all get to line-dancing in the village
hall?
WORLD FACTORY: THE GAME | ZOË SVENDSEN AND SIMON DAW
$37.95 | 352 PAGES | 9781848426337

This published edition of World Factory: The Game adapts the highly successful, provocative, and participative theatre production for the page, offering
readers the opportunity to play—as individuals or in teams—the managers of
a clothing factory in China and recreate the experience of the game.
WOYZECK | GEORG BÜCHNER, ADAPTED BY JACK THORNE
$24.95 | 112 PAGES | 9781848426368

The multi-award-winning Jack Thorne, the playwright behind Harry Potter
and the Cursed Child, breathes new life into Georg Büchner’s existential masterpiece, Woyzeck, one of the most extraordinary plays ever written.

YEAR OF THE MAD KING: THE LEAR DIARIES | ANTONY SHER
$42.95 | 256 PAGES | HARDCOVER | 9781848426719

This is Sher’s account of researching, rehearsing and performing what is arguably
Shakespeare’s most challenging role, known as the Everest of Acting. His strikingly honest, illuminating, and witty commentary provides an intimate, first-hand
look at the development of his Lear and of the production as a whole. Also included is a selection of his paintings and sketches, many reproduced in full colour.
YOUS TWO | GEORGIA CHRISTOU
$24.95 | 80 PAGES | 9781848427297

Fifteen-year-old Billie has lived with her dad in their little flat for as long as
she can remember, but all that’s about to change. She’s got big plans—get Dad
a job, sort out her grades, and live in a house with five bathrooms.
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100 PLAYS FOR THE FIRST HUNDRED DAYS | SUZAN-LORI PARKS
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 128 PAGES | 9781559365840 | MAY

In reaction to the extraordinary events of the first 100 days of the presidency of
Donald J. Trump, one of America’s most distinguished artists has created a unique
and highly personal response to one of the most tumultuous times in our history. For
each day, Parks created a play diary to capture and explore the events as they unfolded and to try and make sense out of a state of uncertainty, confusion, and chaos.
THE ANTIPODES | ANNIE BAKER
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 160 PAGES | 9781559365680 | MAY

The latest work by the “funny, empathetic genius” (New Yorker) Annie Baker, The
Antipodes is the brilliant follow-up to her critically acclaimed play John and Pulitzer
Prize–winner The Flick. Baker’s uniquely shrewd writing style shines through in
this much anticipated Off-Broadway hit, complete with her signature hyperrealistic depiction of humanity and how we cope with the surprises and pitfalls of life.
ANTLIA PNEUMATICA | ANNE WASHBURN
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365802 | JULY

In Anne Washburn’s disquieting new drama, a group of old friends—most of
whom have widely lost touch—are reunited for the funeral of one of their own.
Washburn’s expertise in blurring the lines between the real and surreal compounds the unease as the friends scour their memories of the past and cope
with stark reminders of their own mortality.
THE BAND’S VISIT | BOOK BY ITAMAR MOSES, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY DAVID YAZBECK
$23.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 120 PAGES | 9781559365864 | SEPTEMBER

After a mix-up at the border, an Egyptian police band finds themselves stranded in an Israeli desert. With no bus until morning and no hotel in sight, these
travellers are taken in by the locals and their lives are forever altered. This
stunning musical adaptation of the 2007 acclaimed film finds transcendence
in the surprising and tender relationships that are forged under the desert sky.
BUT THE GIRAFFE & BRUNDIBAR | TONY KUSHNER, ILLUSTRATED BY MAURICE SENDAK
$23.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365758 | AUGUST

With a new English libretto by Tony Kushner and a design from the legendary Maurice Sendak, the Czech opera Brundibar is a beautiful children’s story
extolling the virtues of courage and collective action against tyranny, and was
first performed by Jews at a Nazi concentration camp. It is published here with
Kushner’s short play But the Giraffe, a sensitively drawn historical backdrop.
DEAR EVAN HANSEN | BOOK BY STEVEN LEVENSON, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY
BENJ PASEK AND JUSTIN PAUL
$23.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 144 PAGES | 9781559365604 | AVAILABLE NOW

Evan Hansen is about to get the one thing he’s always wanted: a chance to
belong. Deeply personal and profoundly universal, Dear Evan Hansen is a
groundbreaking American musical about truth, fiction, and the price we’re
willing to pay for the possibility to connect.
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DISCOVERING THE CLOWN, OR THE FUNNY BOOK OF GOOD ACTING |
CHRISTOPHER BAYES, WITH VIRGINIA SCOTT
$25.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 192 PAGES | 9781559365611 | JULY

An essential read for performers of all kinds, this text takes a deep dive into theatre,
physical expression, and the limitless possibilities of the comic performance. This
unique glimpse into the whimsical world of clowning includes helpful guides for
movement, vocal exercise, and helping the “big stupid” in you find its full potential.
A DOLL’S HOUSE, PART 2 | LUCAS HNATH
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365826 | JUNE

Fifteen years after Nora Helmer slammed the door on her stifling domestic
life, a knock comes at that same door. It is Nora, and she has returned with an
urgent request. However, before Nora can get what she needs, she must reckon with the people she left in her wake, who have some choice words for the
former Mrs. Helmer.
THE EVENING: A TRILOGY | RICHARD MAXWELL
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365819 | SEPTEMBER

The Evening, a moving new drama by award-winning playwright Richard
Maxwell, centres around three archetypal barflies, who together form an elegy of universal loss. Maxwell’s inspiration for writing this play after losing a
loved one seeps poignantly into his illustration of the stark reality and emotional tumult of coping with death.
FAMILIAR | DANAI GURIRA
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 80 PAGES | 9781559365796 | AUGUST

While a Zimbabwean family plans for their daughter’s wedding in Minnesota,
fractures appear as African traditions clash with American cultural norms. Danai
Gurira’s new play Familiar brims with dramatic reveals and comedic tensions
throughout while astutely tackling the complexities of immigration, assimilation, and race—and asking whether we can ever really shed our cultural roots.
FOR PETER PAN ON HER 70TH BIRTHDAY | SARAH RUHL
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 144 PAGES | 9781559365598 | APRIL

After their father’s passing, five siblings gather to reminisce and recount the memories
that shaped their childhoods. Over the course of the family gathering, the siblings
find comfort in their togetherness, in aging, and in shared memories. A lyrical new
play about the suddenness of growing older and the enduring bonds of family, For
Peter Pan on Her 70th Birthday is a sentimental tribute to feeling forever young.
HOODWINKED | EMILY MANN
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 72 PAGES | 9781559365635 | AUGUST

Inspired by the tragic events of the Fort Hood massacre in 2009, Emily Mann’s
new documentary-style play uses first-person accounts to examine the response
of a nation in a fear-driven political climate. This unique work explores Radical
Islam and the dangers that ideology can pose not only to Western nations, but
also to moderate and traditional Muslims around the world.
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HOW I LEARNED TO DRIVE | PAULA VOGEL
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 120 PAGES | 9781559365642 | AVAILABLE NOW

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, Paula Vogel’s How I Learned to Drive is
widely recognized as a masterpiece of contemporary drama. It is published here
for the first time as a stand-alone edition. Paula Vogel is the author of Indecent,
The Baltimore Waltz, The Long Christmas Ride Home, Don Juan Comes Home
from Iraq, and A Civil War Christmas, among many other plays.
HOW I LEARNED WHAT I LEARNED | AUGUST WILSON
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365857 | OCTOBER

Originally written and performed by August Wilson himself in 2003, How I
Learned What I Learned is the autobiographical story of a young Black artist’s
journey through the hardships of growing up in the Hill District, ultimately leading
to his success as a writer. The one-man show paints a vivid portrait of Pittsburgh
and its characters, defining an era through Wilson’s distinctive poetic lens.
THE LANGUAGE ARCHIVE AND OTHER PLAYS | JULIA CHO
$29.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 360 PAGES | 9781559365529 | JULY

From whimsical comedies to nail-biting chillers, Julia Cho is one of the most versatile playwrights in the contemporary theatre scene. For the past fifteen years, her
stunning plays have been performed all over the country. Contained in this new anthology is a captivating sampling of her widely-lauded work featuring The Language
Archive and including Aubergine, Office Hour, The Piano Teacher, and Durango.
MARY JANE | AMY HERZOG
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365833 | MAY

Armed with medicines, feeding tubes, and various medical accoutrement, Mary
Jane is a single mother and a one-woman army when it comes to the care of
her chronically ill son. A moving new play about the stalwart endurance of a
devoted mother, Mary Jane by acclaimed playwright Amy Herzog demonstrates
the prevailing strength of human will when fuelled by unconditional love.
MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG | MUSIC AND LYRICS BY STEPHEN SONDHEIM,
BOOK BY GEORGE FURTH
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 120 PAGES | 9781559365765 | AUGUST

Written almost forty years ago, Sondheim and Furth’s much-beloved musical Merrily We Roll Along is published again after being out of print for two
decades. The tale of a bigwig Hollywood producer and songwriter rolls back
over twenty years of his life to illustrate how he came to achieve his elite status.
THE MINUTES | TRACY LETTS
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365734 | OCTOBER

Beneath the deadpan back-and-forth of a seemingly typical city council board
meeting lies the whiff of something distinctly sinister in Tracy Letts’s new play
The Minutes. Known for his keen ability to illustrate the faults and cracks under humanity’s surface, Letts delivers an acutely thrilling new work that pulls
you in with laughter before grabbing you by the throat.
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MISS YOU LIKE HELL | BOOK AND LYRICS BY QUIARA ALEGRÍA HUDES,
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY ERIN MCKEOWN
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 120 PAGES | 9781559365888 | NOVEMBER

A troubled teenager and her estranged mother embark on a road trip and strive to
mend their fractured relationship along the way. Combined with the musical talent of Erin McKeown, Hudes artfully crafts a story of the barriers and the bonds
of family, while addressing the complexities of immigration in today’s America.
THE PENITENT | DAVID MAMET
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365697 | AVAILABLE NOW

In David Mamet’s searing new drama, Charles, a psychiatrist, is thrown into
a firestorm of controversy when he refuses to testify on behalf of a gay client
accused of killing ten people. He claims his refusal is a principled defense of
the Hippocratic oath, enshrining the confidentiality of the doctor-client relationship. What is the cost of standing up for what you believe?
PIPELINE | DOMINIQUE MORISSEAU
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 96 PAGES | 9781559365871 | SEPTEMBER

Nya, an inner-city teacher, is desperate to give her only son, Omari, opportunities
he’d otherwise never have in the flawed public education system. When an incident at his private school threatens to get him expelled, Nya must confront the full
weight of the impact her parenting decisions have made on her son. Morisseau
brings us a powerful play that delves into issues of class, race, and parenting.
PLAYS FOR THE PUBLIC | RICHARD FOREMAN
$29.95 | 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 | 280 PAGES | 9781559365550 | OCTOBER

In his five decades of work in theatre, Richard Foreman has become known as
the figurehead of the “downtown” scene, the king of all things experimental
and unconventional. This brand new anthology is a tribute to his mammoth
acclaim, including such memorable works as The Gods are Pounding My Head,
Idiot Savant, and Old-Fashioned Prostitutes.
THINKING SHAKESPEARE (REVISED EDITION) | BARRY EDELSTEIN
$25.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 460 PAGES | 9781559365741 | JUNE

First published a decade ago, this is the newly revamped text for Thinking
Shakespeare: A How-To Guide for Student Actors, Directors, and Anyone Else
Who Wants to Feel More Comfortable with the Bard. Based on Barry Edelstein’s
thirty-year career directing Shakespeare’s plays, this book provides the tools that
actors need to fully understand and express the power of Shakespeare’s language.
WAKEY, WAKEY | WILL ENO
$22.95 | 5 3/8 x 8 1/2 | 64 PAGES | 9781559365789 | APRIL

Will Eno’s latest work is an existential meditation on the way human beings tend
to labour through life forgetting to appreciate the smaller things—moments of
laughter, the natural beauty of the world, and especially one another. In Wakey,
Wakey, a man in hospice care resolves to spend the remainder of his dwindling
days on Earth discovering ways to celebrate his life.
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